RESISTANCE TRANS TALKS

“I RESIST THE URGE TO DESTROY MY PAST”

Jay Bernard

Jay Bernard is an award-winning writer, film programmer and archivist from London. They will focus on what it means to engage with archives for and with marginal communities, and on writing as a means of experiencing, embodying and discovering identities, praxes and activisms.

Thursday, Jan. 31 | 4:30 p.m.
Brittain 112

“THE COMPLICATIONS OF COMMUNITY: COMPLICITY AND RESISTANCE”

Mijke van der Drift

Mijke van der Drift, Ph.D., lectures at Goldsmiths, University of London, and the Royal Academy of Art, The Hague. Their talk will focus on the ethics of non-normative lives and living as simultaneously surviving and finding ways to nurture well-being. Mijke will explore using resistance and collaboration to achieve collective liberation.

Thursday, Feb. 7 | 4:30 p.m.
Edwards 156

“Black and...” Speaker Series

COLLABORATIVE TALK

Jay Bernard and Mijke van der Drift will collectively discuss their new collaborative project on digital archives, combining creative inquiry with creative production, and the importance of focusing on the non-normative and marginal communities.

Monday, Feb. 4 | 6 p.m.
Reception to follow
Edwards Recital Hall

For more information, contact
The Athenaeum Press at Coastal Carolina University
(843) 349-5099 | athenaeumpress@coastal.edu